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Tea & Memories

Ten tips for setting up a
Tea and Memories session with residents
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Spread the word

Decide who your facilitator is

Tell your residents what the Tea and Memories initiative is and
what they will get out of it - namely, the opportunity to come
together to watch archive footage and reminisce over bygone
eras over a cup of tea!

Decide who is best placed to facilitate the Tea & Memories
session - this could be a staff member or a volunteer.
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Choose a convenient date and
time and advertise it

Choose your venue

Find a time which suits the residents and your facilitator, such
as morning coffee time together or after lunch. Set aside about
an hour. Then put a poster up with the date, time and venue
to remind residents when it is happening. Marketing have a
template for these posters.

This will most likely be the communal lounge at the home
where there is a large TV and comfortable seating. The bigger
the screen the better, rather than using a laptop or PC screen,
which may not be ideal for residents with visual impairments.
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Agree what refreshments you
will have and when

Preparing your time together with
the Living Memories resources

The residents may like to start with a cuppa and other
refreshments or alternatively finish with them. Remember to
agree with the kitchen staff in advance.

The facilitator should look through the DVD and streaming
service resources before the session and choose a topic they
feel would be good to stimulate discussion – perhaps even
involving the residents in the decision and then also asking
them afterwards what they might like to talk about at the next
session. Having some physical artefacts, memorabilia or articles
relating to the topic that can be passed around can help aid a
discussion. If a topic has been chosen for next time, residents
could be asked to bring some memorabilia that has special
significance in their lives and will help bring back memories.
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Choose how you will show
the film archive

Resident and facilitator
questionnaires

This could be using the Living Memories DVD through a DVD
player connected to the TV or ideally with the Living Memories
online streaming service which will need Broadband / WiFi
connection.

The facilitator should print off a questionnaire from Connect for
residents to fill in at the beginning of their first Tea and Memories
session and then again after the session. This helps determine
how they were feeling about it beforehand, and then how they
found the experience and whether they’d be likely to join in
again. The facilitator may feel more comfortable having one or
more volunteers to help residents fill in the questionnaires.
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Showing the film

Take your time

To get the maximum benefit from each film clip, we suggest
that the clips should be viewed separately and often just
parts of them, sometimes pausing on an individual scene.
Conversations can then be based around the topic of the
particular scene that has just been viewed. The ‘pause’ button
on the DVD player can be used to give the opportunity to
discuss the particular scene and get the conversation going.

Don’t worry if you don’t get through many of the clips, and don’t
feel like you need to rush the session. If the residents are in full
flow with their conversation, or even if they go off on a tangent
and other memories are triggered that aid discussion, just go
with the flow!
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Don't forget to share your pictures and stories with
marketing @abbeyfield.com
We'd love to hear about your experiences.
Further details about Tea & Memories can be
found on Connect.
Good luck!
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